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Economics 101
•

A Return to Freshman Year of College…

Using a neoclassical economic model, we can show that in a competitive market, supply
and demand come together to create a market equilibrium that maximizes welfare.
• Competitive markets have the following characteristics:
• Many buyers and sellers.
• Firms are price takers (i.e. small enough such that decisions do not impact market
prices).
• Homogenous goods and services
• Freedom of entry and exit.
• Consumers and producers have perfect information.
• Producers are consumers are free to make choices, and their choices do not impact the
welfare/profits of others not engaged in the decision.
But, what would happen if one agents production / consumption decision impacted another
firms ability to produce or the welfare of an individual?
@LSUEnergy
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Externalities
Economists refer to one agent’s impact on another, without that agent’s choice, an externality.

•

•

A consumption externality occurs if one consumer cares directly about another agent’s
production or consumption.

•
•
•
•

Loud music at 3:00 am
Cheap cigar smoke
Pollution
Neighbor’s flower garden (a positive externality!)

A production externality occurs when the production possibility of one firm are influenced
by the choices of another firm or consumer.

•
•
•

Apple orchard next to a bee keeper
Factory pollute river with fishermen
Greenhouse gas emissions in one jurisdiction lead to increases in global temperature

@LSUEnergy
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What is the Social Cost of Carbon?
•

Economic theory tells us that a firm will produce a good
or service as long as the marginal benefit from
producing a unit is greater than the marginal cost.

•

•

P

S = MC

i.e. It costs $1 to produce a cup of coffee that sells for
$2. Therefore, I will produce the cup of coffee.

Economic theory also tells us that a consumer will
purchase a good or service if the price is less than the
the benefit they receive from that good or service.

•
•

The benefit can be thought of in terms of the
opportunity cost of consumption.
What other good or service could I purchase with
that money? Or perhaps, could I have worked a bit
less (and consumed leisure) instead of consuming?

@LSUEnergy
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•
•
•

•

Calculating the Social Cost
One ton of CO2 emitted today will increase CO2 concentration in

the atmosphere around the world for centuries.

The social cost of carbon (SCC) is essentially an accounting
exercise that quantifies these changes and converts them into
common units through valuation and discounting.

Social cost of CO2

Human costs can include:

•
•
•

Costs of adapting to sea level rise.
Costs of adapting to changes in agricultural productivity.
Costs of weather events that might be more frequent with higher
temperatures (i.e. forest fires and hurricanes).

Discounting is needed to value damages to future generations in
present dollars.

For perspective, the “social cost”
~61¢/gallon of gasoline.
Venting = $29/MCF of Methane

Social cost of CH4

Social Cost of Electricity

SCC = 4.6 ¢/kWh
SCC = 1.9 ¢/kWh
SCC = 4.5 ¢/kWh

Calculations use $42 SCC from EPA
(see prior slide)
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Paris Agreement
•
•
•

Paris Agreement is a legally binding
international treaty on climate change.
It went into effect in November of 2016.
190 countries representing over 97 percent of
global emissions are included.

•
•

Note: Kyoto Protocol (signed 1997) included
just 14 percent of global emissions.

The U.S. re-entered the agreement when Joe
Biden was elected.

@LSUEnergy
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•
•
•

2020 countries communicated actions
they will take to decarbonize and adapt
to climate change.
2024: Countries will report on actions
taken.
Each 5 years, countries will update goals
based on feedback and repeat.

Environmental and Social Governance (ESG)

@LSUEnergy

Carbon Border Adjustments
•
•
•
•

Political jurisdictions with aggressive climate
action are increasingly considering how to
avoid high emissions industries simply moving
to other political jurisdictions.
Proposed solution: Carbon Border Adjustment
Mechanisms
In July, the EU has proposed broad reaching
carbon border adjustments to tax the carbon
content of imports into the EU.
In the future, perhaps Louisiana companies
will pay a carbon tax when it exports products,
regardless of domestic policy actions.
Source: European Commission Website. Accessed Aug 2021.

@LSUEnergy

Carbon Dividends
U.S. Policy Direction?

1.

Put a price on carbon equal to the
social cost of carbon.

2. Each household receives a monthly
“carbon dividend” payment.
3. Border adjustment tax implemented on
imports into the U.S. based on their
carbon content. Countries with carbon
tax exempt from tariff.
@LSUEnergy
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Simple, right?!?!
Let’s tax carbon, and life will be good! Right?!?! Not so fast!

•

Greenhouse gasses mix in the atmosphere, so the location of emissions has no effect on
impacts. Economists refer to this as the “global commons” problem.

•
•
•
•

•

Any jurisdiction taking action incurs the costs of its actions.
But the climate benefits are distributed globally.
Thus , for virtually any jurisdiction, the climate benefits it reaps from its actions will be less
than its costs.
I.e. climate policy of any given utility/state/company will likely not pass a cost benefit test
for that jurisdiction.

Greenhouse gases accumulate in the atmosphere (100+ years for CO2).

•
•
•

Damages are a function of the stock, not the flow.
If CO2 begins falling tomorrow by 5% per year, the rate of warming will not begin to change
in a detectable way until 20 years (Nature 2020).
Benefits of climate policies will be in the long term, but climate change policies (and costs of
these policies) will be up front.

Source: Rob Stavins. ASSA 2022.
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Wind Energy

•

Wind
Wind is caused by three events.
1.

The sun unevenly heating the atmosphere.

2. Irregularities on the earth’s surface.

•
•
•

3. The rotation of the earth.
This wind is used to generate electricity by spinning
a turbine with aerodynamic rotor blades.
A “wind farms” is a collection of individual wind
turbines and can be either onshore or offshore.
Offshore wind turbines can be significantly larger
than onshore turbines.

Source: U.S. Department of Energy. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy. How do Wind Turbines Work?

21

Photo credit: Dennis Shroeder. NREL 25897

Introduction to Wind
•
•

Wind power is one of the fastest growing
power generation sources in the U.S.
While U.S. wind power has grown
substantially, Europe is still the leader in
wind energy.

•
•
•

Europe has ~240 GW of wind capacity.
The U.S. currently has ~120 GW of wind
capacity.
Note, too, that Europe has more offshore
wind (~25 GW), which has a higher
capacity factor on average than onshore.

Source: U.S. Department of Energy. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Solar Performance and Efficiency. Solar Energy Technologies Office.

Tradeoffs
•

Every type of electricity has its own set of advantages and disadvantages.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Historically, coal and nuclear generated constant electricity but could not ramp up and down easily.
Natural gas historically was flexible in providing peak load electricity, but is subject to potentially
volatile natural gas prices.

•

Natural gas, even today, is typically the “marginal generation source” that sets the LMP.

Intermittent renewables such as wind and solar has the advantage of no fuel costs, but the
generation is variable, uncontrollable, and difficult to predict.
Due to this unpredictable nature, some historically argued that wind was unlikely to provide value to
the power system.
While perhaps wind has required the power system become more complex, it has undoubtedly lead
to a reduction emissions relative to fossil fuels.
Complex computer models are becoming more commonplace to balance load of intermittent
sources with dispatchable sources to provide reliable electricity and achieve emissions
reductions.

Source: Based on Valuing Wind Generation and Integrated Power Systems. Elsevier, 2010. By Ken Dragoon.

Realities about Wind
•
•
•
•

“The effect of a specific wind power project cannot be expressed separately from the
power system in which it interconnects.”
“The effect of one wind project can be markedly different from the effects of two or more
acting together in a power system even if individually they act identically.”
“The statistical behavior of wind generation cannot be easily or simply characterized.”
“While average wind generation may be deduced from on-site wind speed measurements,
the temporal behaviors are a much more complicated matter.”

Source: Based on Valuing Wind Generation and Integrated Power Systems. Elsevier, 2010. By Ken Dragoon.

History of Wind Energy
•
•
•
•
•

Humans have harnessed wind energy to
propel ships and boats since ancient times.
There is disagreement about the origins of
wind for mechanical power.
Some believe the Babylonian emperor
Hammurabi used wind power for irrigation
in the seventeenth century B.C.
Others believe that wind energy was used in
India to lift water during the fourth century
B.C.
The earliest documented use of windmills
dates back to 200 B.C. when Persians used
windmills to grind grain.

Source: Wind Energy. Fundaments, Resource Analysis and Economics. Matthew Sathyajith. Springer 2006.
Photo credit: Internet Archive Book Images.

History of Wind Energy
•

By the thirteenth century grain grinding windmill were
widely adopted in most of Europe.

•
•
•

These windmills were complex in their engineering and
design.
They were constructed of wood or brick and the rotor was
manually oriented to the wind by adjusting the tail.
The windmill were protected against high winds by
turning the rotor out of the wind and removing the canvas
cover over the rotor.

Source: Wind Energy. Fundaments, Resource Analysis and Economics. Matthew Sathyajith. Springer 2006.

History of Wind Energy
•
•
•

Windmills were adopted in the U.S. starting in the mid-1800s
for the purpose of pumping water for irrigation.
More than 6 million were installed in the U.S. between 1850
and 1930.
Windpumps are still commonly used in the U.S. with more
than 60,000 still in operation today.
Harnessing wind energy for human use is not a modern
phenomenon!

Source: Wind Energy. Fundaments, Resource Analysis and Economics. Matthew Sathyajith. Springer 2006.

History of Wind Energy
•
•
•
•

It was not until the early 1900s that wind began to be used for electricity generation.
The first modern wind turbine used for electricity generation dates back to 1890 in
Denmark.
By 1910, there were several hundreds of similar applications in Denmark.
By the 1920s, wind electric generators became commercially available in America
ranging from 0.2 to 0.3 kW in capacity and were used to charge batteries.

Source: Wind Energy. Fundaments, Resource Analysis and Economics. Matthew Sathyajith. Springer 2006.

History of Wind Energy
•
•
•
•

Source: Wind Energy. Fundaments, Resource Analysis and Economics. Matthew Sathyajith. Springer 2006.

The first utility-scale windmill was
installed in the Caspian Sea in 1931.
The Russian windmill had 100 kW of
capacity and created about 20,000 kWh
of electricity for the two years it was in
operation.
Experimental projects were
subsequently built in the U.S. , Denmark,
France, Germany and Great Britain.
During the 1950s and 1960s,
considerable improvements were made
to wind energy, but because of the
availability of inexpensive fossil fuels,
there were few commercial applications.

U.S. Investment in Wind Technology
•
•
•

The oil crisis of 1973 created public attention on
renewable energy and NASA was charged with the
development of several large wind turbines.
The project started with the MOD-0 installed in
Sandusky Ohio in 1975 when the MOD-5B was installed in
Oahu Hawaii.
The series of experimental turbines were named MOD-0,
MOD-1, MOD-2 and MOD-5.

NASA’s MOD-0
Sandusky, OH
Source: Wind Energy. Fundaments, Resource Analysis and Economics. Matthew Sathyajith. Springer 2006.

Offshore Wind

•
•
•

The world’s first modern offshore wind farm, Videby, was completed in 1991 in Ransborg, Denmark.
Today there are over 5,000 grid connected offshore wind turbines across 12 countries in, totaling
~25 GW of capacity.
There are only two operational offshore projects in the U.S. for about 42 MW.

•

Block Island (Rhode Island, 2016), Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind (Virginia, 2020).

Source: Author’s general research.

Paris

U.S. currently has
~125 GW of installed
wind capacity accounting
for ~9% of U.S. generation.

Planning to meet load…
•
•
•

Short Term Forecast for next 4
hours, with 5 minute intervals,
updates every 5 minutes.
Mid Term Forecast for next 72
hours with 1 hour intervals,
updates every hour.
Long Term Forecast for the
next 48-168 hours, with 1 hour
intervals, updates 8 times
periodically throughout the day.

Source: Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Thanks to Gunnar Shaffer for sharing this information.

Planning to meet load…
•
•

These models are very complex!
Data inputs include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual wind turbine
coordinates.
Wind turbine model and
manufacturer.
Software upgrades.
Hub height
Rotor Diameter
Min/max operating temperatures.

Source: Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Thanks to Gunnar Shaffer for sharing this information.

Source: Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Thanks to Gunnar Shaffer for sharing this information.

System must be ready for these events
8,760 hours per year!
Source: Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Thanks to Gunnar Shaffer for sharing this information.

Source: Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Thanks to Gunnar Shaffer for sharing this information.

Source: Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Thanks to Gunnar Shaffer for sharing this information.

Source: Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Thanks to Gunnar Shaffer for sharing this information.

Texas Wind
•

•
•

On September 20, 2015, the spot
price of electricity in Texas fell
below zero and hit -$8.42 per
MWh in the middle of the night,
and hovered at this level until
around 8:15 AM.
Texas is the largest wind
producing state, with 24% of
electricity coming from wind
in 2021.
Constraints on the transmission
grid have caused wind
curtailments.

Texas Wind
•
•
•

Wind curtailments lead to the
completion of the CREZ transmission
project (Creating Renewable Energy
Zones).
This project cost $7 billion to complete.
This comes out to $750 per household
in Texas.
Upgrades can be made to accommodate
higher levels of wind, but they are not
cheap!
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Solar Energy

Solar Energy
•
•
•

There are two types of solar power: Solar Photovoltaics (PV) and Concentrated Solar
Power (CSP).
Photovoltaics (PV) convert light directly into electricity at the atomic level.
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) or “solar thermal” uses mirrors to reflect heat to
turn a steam turbine.

Photo source: Saur Energy International (SEI).

Solar PV
•
•
•
•

Solar PV converts light directly into electricity.
The “photoelectric effect” causes some
materials to absorb photons of light and
release electrons. These free electronics can
be capture and used as electricity.
A thin semiconductor wafer is specially
treated to form an electric field that is positive
on one side and negative on the other.
When light strikes the solar cell, electrons are
knocked loose from the atoms in the
semiconductor material, forming an electrical
current. The basic unit is called a solar cell.

Based on “How do Photovoltaics Work” NASA. Gil Knier.

Based on “How do Photovoltaics Work” NASA. Gil Knier.

Solar History
•
•
•
•
•

The photoelectric effect was first discovered by
French physicist, Edmund Buquerel in 1839.
In 1905, Albert Einstein won the Nobel prize for his
work on the photoelectric effect that PV
technology is based on today.
In 1954, Bell Laboratories built the first PV module.
In the 1960s NASA began to utilize PV to provide
power aboard spacecraft.
During the energy crisis of the 1970s, solar PV
began to be considered as a form of electricity for
non-space applications.

Based on “How do Photovoltaics Work” NASA. Gil Knier.

Solar History
Augustine Mouchot developed and displayed the first solarpowered engine in 1878.

Source: Perlin, J. (2013). “Let it shine: the 6,000-year story of solar energy.” Novato, California: New World Library

Solar History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1905 - Einstein publishes papers on photoelectric effect and theory of relativity. Wins
Nobel prize in 1921 for this work.
1908 - First commercial solar engine becomes available.
1954 - First silicon PV cell for everyday use.
1958 - U.S. and Soviet satellites use special PV sells to power systems in space.
1973 - First solar-powered house built.
1982 - First solar-powered car built.
1986 - Largest solar thermal facility in the world commissioned in Kramer Junction, CA.

Source: Perlin, J. (2013). “Let it shine: the 6,000-year story of solar energy.” Novato, California: New World Library
Source: Environmental History timeline. A New History 1900-1909

•
•
•

One of the major advantages of solar PV is its extreme
scalability.
It is commonly used for small household applications like
residential yard lamps.
The same underlying technology is used for rooftop solar all
the way to utility scale applications.

Concentrated Solar Power (CSP)
Concentrated solar power (CSP)—commonly referred to as “thermal solar”—uses mirror
to reflect and concentrate sunlight to turn a steam turbine or power a heat engine.

Source: Concentrating solar power technologies offer utility scale power production. March 2011. EIA.

There are three CSP
technologies:
1.

Power tower
systems

2. Linear
concentrator
systems

Power Tower

Dish Engine

3. Dish/engine
systems.
Linear Concentrator
Source: Concentrating solar power technologies offer utility scale power production. March 2011. EIA.

PV vs. CSP
•
•
•
•
•

PV is easily scalable, while CSP is inherently utility scale.
PV does not require direct solar radiation, while CSP does.

•

Therefore, cloud cover impacts CSP more than PV.

CSP can store thermal energy for delayed electricity production, while PV cannot.

•
•

Therefore potential for dispatchable solar without batteries.
Related, CSP can be easily combined with any thermal generating fuel (such as natural gas).

Both PV and CSP require water to clean.

•

CSP uses about four times as much water as natural gas.

PV can be put on roofs of buildings, theoretically not taking up any land.

•

Of course, utility scale solar PV still uses considerable land.

Source: Concentrating solar power technologies offer utility scale power production. March 2011. EIA.

Utility Scale vs Rooftop (PV)
•
•
•
•
•
•

At this time, the term “solar” refers to solar PV unless stated otherwise. But what about
rooftop vs. utility scale?
Rooftop does not require re-purposing forest or farmland for solar.
Rooftop solar is close to the place of usage, therefore avoiding line losses.
Rooftop solar is rarely angled perfectly or placed in optimal locations. Therefore, less
efficient.
Rooftop solar has higher installation cost due to lack of economies of scale.
Rooftop solar can often receive the retail rate, instead of a wholesale rate (net metering).

Rooftop vs Utility Scale Solar Subsidies
•
•

Rooftop solar typically receives two subsidies:

•
•

Tax credit.
“Net metering”

Utility scale projects receive:

•
•
•

Federal ITC/PTC.
RECs through an RPS or voluntary market.
“Virtual” PPAs to meet company specific ESG goals.
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Funding the “Energy
Transition”

•
•

Funding the Energy Transition
Despite many political discussions, wind and solar are still unable to compete economically
with natural gas in the vast majority of cases.
But we have seen significant growth in renewables in the U.S. What has driven this? How
does a project get funded?
New Capacity Potential (2021-25)
~70 GW wind
~132 GW solar

23 GW of planned
coal retirements

How to Finance Utility Scale Project
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Just sell power at the LMP!
PPAs
Virtual PPAs

•

Generally the “buyer” is a large company with decarbonization goals.

Federal or State Production or Investment Tax Credits
State subsidies and tax credits
Renewable Portfolio Standard
Builds project into rates.

65

RPSs can explain
a 8.6% increase in
prices for RPS
states.
Although RPSs have
funded RE, these
investments have
not on average
occurred in RPS
states.

Dispatch Schedule Example
Plant

Fuel Source

River Bend

Nuclear

Big Cajun 1

Natural Gas

Big Cajun 2

Coal

Georgia-Pacific Port
Hudson

Petroleum

Capacity
(MW)

Bid
($/MWh)

500

$10

1,036

$20

493

Marginal Unit
Clearing
of Dispatch Price (MWh)

Hour

Load (MW)

8:00 AM

800

River Bend

$20

$30

9:00 AM

1,000

River Bend

$20

1,000

$25

10:00 AM

1,200

Big Cajun 2

$25

1,903

$40

11:00 AM

1,400

Big Cajun 2

$25

60

$80

12:00 PM

1,600

Big Cajun 2

$25

1:00 PM

1,800

Big Cajun 2

$25

2:00 PM

2,300

Big Cajun 1

$30

3:00 PM

2,500

Big Cajun 1

$30

4:00 PM

2,800

Big Cajun 2

$40

Plant

Marginal
Generation

Cumulative Clearing
Generation Price

River Bend

500

500

$10

5:00 PM

3,000

Big Cajun 2

$40

River Bend

536

1,036

$20

6:00 PM

3,200

Big Cajun 2

$40

Big Cajun 2

1,000

2,036

$25

7:00 PM

3,450

GP

$80

Big Cajun 1

493

2,529

$30

8:00 PM

3,200

Big Cajun 2

$40

Big Cajun 2

903

3,432

$40

9:00 PM

2,500

Big Cajun 1

$30

Georgia-Pacific

60

3,492

$80

10:00 PM

2,000

Big Cajun 2

$25

Source: Author’s example. Does not reflect actual information about these plants’ actual bids.

Prices
At each node, a price will be established.
Where

•
•
•
•

LMP = MEC + MCC + MLC

LMP = Locational Marginal Price
MEC = Marginal Energy Charge

•

One node is the reference point for LMP. All other LMPs are
relative to that reference node.

MCC = Marginal Congestion Charge

•

If congestion prevents serving the load with the lowest cost
generator, the system is re-dispatched using a higher cost
generator.

MLC = Marginal Loss Charge

•

Accounts for physical losses in the system needed to bring
electricity from generators to demand centers.

Source: Screenshot from MISO Real-Time Displays

Source: Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission. Rules and Procedures for Wholesale Electricity Exchanges. George Stevens. September 2007.

WPV ≡ Wind & SolarPV

Adding zero MC generation can
reduce price variability, assuming
no change in other generating capacity
available

WPV ≡ Wind & SolarPV

Intermittent supply, though
leads to increase in price
volatility.

One percentage point
increase in share renewable
is associated with between
10.5-12.7 percent
Incorporating renewables
has increased wholesale price
volatility.

76

Engineering Analysis on Solar PV on Distribution Grid
•
•

Collect solar PV data ~4 seconds.
A 140-watt solar module is connected to a 2.3Ohm resistors installed on a roof on LSU’s
campus.

Engineering Analysis on Solar PV on Distribution Grid

Economic Analysis
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Funding the “Energy Transition”
Conclusions

Some Concluding Thoughts
•
•
•
•

Emissions are the classical example of an “externality”.

•

Regardless of the mechanism, decarbonizing the electric grid is not free.
Renewable energy policies and integration of renewables into the grid have been shown to: (1) increase
prices for consumers and (2) increase wholesale price volatility.
Rate design matters in the efficiency of decarbonization!

•
•
•

•

One way to address externalities is to “value” the externality and then tax the externality at its value.

Policymakers perhaps only have so much tolerance for increased energy prices in the name of
decarbonization.
The “global commons” and “long-term” nature of the problem complicate this.
Therefore, utilities and policymakers should think carefully about low-cost solutions that preserve
price signals.

But utilizing rate design that sends appropriate price signals will allow society to achieve this goal at the
lowest cost and improve human welfare globally in the long run.
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